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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE:: SONITPUR, 

TEZPUR:: ASSAM 

 

 

PRESENT:-  N. AKHTAR, AJS 

   Addl. Sessions Judge, 

   Sonitpur::Tezpur. 

 

Sessions Case No. 226 of 2017. 

U/s. 304-B/34 of IPC. 

 
State of Assam 

 
-Vs- 

 

1. Sri Raj Kumar Das, 

2. Sri Sankar Das and, 

3. Smt. Tutumoni Das. 

 

FOR THE PROSECUTION :-  Mr.P.K.Sharma, Addl. P.P. 

FOR THE DEFENCE  :-  Mr.S.E.Alom, Ld. Senior Advocate. 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :-  15.5.18, 12.6.18, 29.6.18, 31.7.18,  

23.9.19 and 31.10.2019. 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON :-  05.11.2019. 

 JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON   :-   05.11.2019. 

 

JUDGMENT 
 

1. The case of the prosecution in brief is that the daughter of the 

informant was married to accused Raj Kumar and on 21.02.2016, she 

got an information that her daughter was set ablaze by the accused 

persons named in the FIR and she immediately rushed to Kanaklata 
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Civil Hospital but got to know that the injured was referred to Tezpur 

Medical College and Hospital for better treatment. Hence, the FIR was 

lodged. 

2. Based on the said FIR, Tezpur PS Case No. 281/2016 U/s 307/34 IPC 

was registered and investigation was carried out. During investigation, 

the injured died and so, Sec. 304-B of the IPC was subsequently added 

and after completion of investigation, the accused persons were charge-

sheeted U/s 304-B/34 of the IPC.  

3. On appearance of the accused persons, copies of relevant documents 

were furnished to them in compliance of the provision of Sec.207 CrPC 

and the case being one triable exclusively by the learned Court of 

Sessions, the same was committed to the learned Court of Sessions for 

trial whereupon the same was again re-transmitted to this court for 

disposal.  

4. Having heard both the sides and considered the materials on record, a 

formal charge was framed against the accused persons u/s. 304-B/34 

IPC and had been read over and explained to the accused persons to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

5. During trial, the prosecution has examined as many as 11 (Eleven) 

witnesses. Defence has not adduced any evidence. The accused 

persons were examined U/s 313 CrPC and at the end of the trial, the 

argument advanced by the learned counsel for both the sides were 

heard at length.  

                               POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

 Whether the accused persons on the alleged day of 

occurrence, killed the daughter of the informant by setting 

her ablaze on account of some illegal demands of dowry in 

furtherance of their common intention and thereby 
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committed an offence of dowry death punishable u/s 304-

B/34 of the IPC ?   

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASON FOR DECISION 

6. I have heard the arguments advanced by learned counsel for both the 

sides and also gone through the evidence on record including the law 

relevant to the issue in hand. 

7. Before proceeding further, it would be apposite to have a brief glance 

of the evidence adduced by the prosecution in this case.  

8. PW1 (Smt.Kamaleswari Das) being the informant and the mother of the 

deceased has deposed in her evidence that her daughter was married 

to accused Raj Kumar about 17 years back and on the alleged day of 

the occurrence, she was informed by the neighbours that her daughter 

had received burn injuries. She came to Kanaklata Civil hospital and 

found her daughter but she was not in a position to speak. PW1 saw 

her burn injuries. She had then lodged the FIR out of suspicion. Police 

recovered a kerosene gallon and a match box from the house of the 

accused vide seizure list which is Ext-2. Ext-1 is the FIR lodged by her. 

She had stated in her cross-examination that she did not know how her 

daughter got burnt. She had also stated that nobody had told her that 

the accused persons had burnt her daughter.  

9. PW2 (Smt. Sabitri Mahato) had deposed in her evidence that she heard 

a hulla in the village on the day of occurrence and heard that Mousumi 

got burn injuries. She rushed to the PO but the injured was already 

removed for treatment. She came to hospital and saw Mousumi but she 

was not in a position to speak. She also put her signature on Ext-2 by 

which, police seized a gallon and a match box from the house of the 

accused persons. She had also clearly deposed in her cross-examination 

that she did not know how deceased received burn injuries. 
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10. PW3 (Sri Sanatan Das) also knew about the occurrence and went to see 

her in the hospital but she was not in a position to speak. He signed the 

inquest report which was prepared when inquest was performed over 

the dead body of the deceased. PW4 (Smt. Rashmi Das) was the 

daughter of the deceased and accused Raj Kumar. Her evidence goes 

to show that on the day of occurrence, while her mother was working in 

the kitchen, she suddenly heard a hulla and ran to the kitchen and 

found that her mother was burning. Her father was trying to save her. 

Thereafter, her father took the injured to hospital but she later died. In 

her cross-examination, she had admitted that her father i.e accused Raj 

Kumar also sustained burn injuries while trying to save her mother. 

11. PW5 (Sri Sumin Das) is the brother of the deceased. His evidence goes 

to show that while he was in the market, someone informed him over 

telephone that his elder sister received burn injuries. He came to 

hospital but she was shifted to Tezpur Medical College and Hospital. 

She was not in a position to talk. One day after, his sister died and 

inquest was done on the dead body which is Ext-3 and Ext-3 (2) is his 

signature. He had stated in his cross-examination that he did not know 

how the burning took place.  

12. PW6 (Mamoni Das) also rushed to the PO hearing hulla and heard that 

Mousumi got burnt. She went to hospital and saw the injured who was 

not in a position to speak. The injured later died. She put her signature 

on Ext-2, the seizure list by which, police seized a gallon and a match 

box from the PO. PW7 (Sri Jonty Das) also got to know that Mousumi 

sustained burn injuries and later died. PW8 (Sri Krishna Das) also 

deposed that the deceased was his sister and he also got an 

information on the day of occurrence that his sister was burnt and he 

came to PO but she was already removed for treatment and after two 

days, she died. PW9 (Dr. Palashmoni Keot) had conducted PM 

Examination over the dead body of the deceased at Kanaklata Civil 

hospital on 23.2.2016. He had opined that the deceased died due to 
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shock as a result of 85% superficial to deep burn injuries sustained by 

the deceased. Ext-4 is the PM Report. He had also stated in his cross-

examination that it is not possible for a person to speak after getting 

85% burn injuries.  

13. PW10 (Sri Nareswar Nath) is the investigating officer of this case. He 

stated that on the basis of an FIR lodged by PW1, a case was registered 

and he was entrusted with the investigation. He visited the PO and 

prepared a sketch map which is Ext-5. One gallon and a match box was 

seized from the PO vide seizure list which is Ext-2. On 23.2.2016, 

inquest was done on the dead body which is Ext-3. He also recorded 

the statement of the witnesses. He had also deposed that accused 

Sankar Das and Smt. Tutumoni Das surrendered in the court and 

accused Raj Kumar was receiving treatment in the hospital who was 

also later arrested. Finally, he submitted chargesheet which is Ext-6.  

14. PW11 (Sri Rituraj Baruah) is the Bench clerk to Ms. B. Khaklary, JMFC 

who recorded the statement of witness namely Rashmi Das U/s 164 

CrPC. He had deposed that on 26.2.2016, he was serving as Bench 

clerk to Ms. B. Khaklary, JMFC at Tezpur. Ext-7 is the statement which 

was recorded by Ms. B. Khaklary, JMFC on that day. It is worthwhile to 

indicate here that a statement of a witness recorded U/s 164 CrPC is 

not a substantive evidence. The same can be used only for the purpose 

of contradiction and corroboration when the maker of it is examined in 

the court during trial. This is trite law. The court cannot look into such 

statement for the purpose of arriving at a conclusion regarding the guilt 

of the accused unless the maker of such statement gives evidence 

before the court in tune with such statement. I therefore, believe that 

this aspect need not further be gone into as the same is well-settled in 

law.    

15. It is pertinent to mention here that in order to bring home a charge U/s 

304-B of the IPC, the prosecution is required to prove the following: 
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1. That a woman died and the death was caused by any burns or 

bodily injury or occurs otherwise than under normal 

circumstances, 

2. The death was caused within seven years of her marriage, 

3. Soon before her death, the woman must have been subjected to 

cruelty or harassment by her husband or any relatives of her 

husband, 

4. Such cruelty or harassment must be for or in connection with 

demand for dowry.   

16. In the present case, it would be clearly seen that no evidence has come 

to show that the deceased was ever subjected to any such cruelty or 

harassment for or in connection with any demand for dowry at any 

point of time. It is true that the death of the deceased was caused by 

burn injuries but that is not alone sufficient to impose culpability on the 

accused persons. None of the witnesses has deposed anything about 

any illegal demand of dowry being raised by the accused. Each of the 

witnesses merely deposed that on the alleged day of the occurrence, a 

hulla was raised and it was found that Mousumi sustained burn injuries 

and shifted to hospital for treatment. Later, she died. It has also come 

in evidence that she was not in a position to speak. The medical officer 

who was examined as PW9 had deposed that the deceased sustained 

85% burn injuries and a person with such amount of burn injuries 

cannot be able to speak. No witness has also claimed that the deceased 

before her death made any statement to anybody. 

17. PW4 being the daughter of the deceased clearly stated that her mother 

i.e. the deceased was working in the kitchen when a hulla was raised 

and when PW4 ran to the kitchen, she found that her mother was 

burning and her father was trying to save her and in the process, her 

father also sustained burn injuries. On careful analysis of the evidence, 
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I have not found any reason to disbelieve the evidence of the 

witnesses. The position of the evidence being as above, I am of the 

firm view that no culpability can be attributable to the accused persons 

for the death of the deceased. The court cannot go beyond the 

evidence on record to adjudge the guilt or otherwise of the accused. It 

is the bounden duty of the prosecution to bring home the charge 

against the accused by bringing all sufficient and adequate evidence on 

record which, in my humble opinion, the prosecution has failed to do in 

the present case.  

18. In the result and for the reasons and discussions made herein 

above, I have no hesitation in my mind in holding that the prosecution 

has failed to prove its case against the accused persons beyond all 

reasonable doubts. They are hence, not found guilty of any 

offence as charged and as such, acquitted of the same and set 

at liberty forthwith. 

19. Forward a copy of this judgment to the District Magistrate in compliance 

of Sec.365 CrPC. 

  Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 5th 

day of November/2019. 

Typed and corrected by me:                                                 

                                                                     Addl. Sessions Judge, 
                                                                                  Sonitpur:: Tezpur. 

 

APPENDIX 
 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:  

PW1 (Smt. Kamaleswari Das ) 

PW2 (Smt. Sabitri Mahato) 

PW3 (Sri Sanatan Das) 
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PW4 (Smt. Rashmi Das) 

PW5 (Sri Sumin Das) 

PW6 (Smt. Mamoni Das) 

PW7 (Sri Jonty Das) 

PW8 (Sri Krishna Das) 

PW9 (Dr. Palashmoni Keot) 

PW10 (Sri Nareswar Nath) 

PW11 (Sri Rituraj Baruah) 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

Ext-1: FIR. 

Ext-2: Seizure list. 

Ext-3: Inquest Report.  

Ext-4: PM Report. 

Ext-5: Sketch Map. 

Ext-6: Chargesheet. 

Ext-7: Statement U/s 164 CrPC. 

DEFENCE WITNESSES: 

NONE 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

NIL. 

 

 

     Addl. Sessions Judge, 
                                                                                       Sonitpur:: Tezpur. 
 

 

 


